German KS3 Long Term Plan: Year 7 - 1 lesson per week

YEAR 7

Module 1 Hallo!

Module 2 Die Schule

Question

How can we engage other
people in a conversation?
Conversations of 2-3 questions
and answers including opinions

How can we expand on basic
opinions?
Conversations of 3-5 questions and
answers, incl. opinions and
connectives.
Write in paragraphs including
opinions and connectives
giving opinions
extending sentences with simple
connectives,
applying spelling and pronunciation
patterns
School subjects and giving opinions
about school subjects
using und and aber to make longer
sentences
authentic text (listening)
Learning vocabulary
School subjects and opinions, creative
writing/spontaneous speaking
vocab test

Speaking
ListeningFoci
:
Reading
Writing Foci:
SPAG Foci:

Week 1

Write 2-3 sentences including
opinions
asking and answering questions
learning and applying spelling and
pronunciation patterns

Introducing oneself, greeting,
asking and saying name

Homework
Week 2

Learning vocabulary
Numbers, asking and saying age
and where we live
vocab test

Homework

Preparing a (puppet) play in
German
Peer assessment of puppet play
(content/pronunciation/amount)
Countries, saying where you live
authentic texts

Writing sentences

Iterim
assessment

Written paragraph describing
who you are

Homework
Week 4

Translation
CTG
describing what you have in your
school bag
using the indefinite article (ein,
eine, einen)

Written paragraph introducing
yourself and describing your school
times and subjects
draw + describe your timetable
CTG
talking about what you eat and drink
at break
checking verb endings

Homework
Week 5

Vocab
vocab test
items from the school bag and
using ‘I have’ and ‘I have not’

telling the time
Revision modules 1 and 2 to prepare
for assessment

Summative
assessment
Homework
Week 6

Speaking + Listening

Reading, writing + translation

worksheet
CTG
numbers up to 100
saying when your birthday is
translation

worksheet
CTG
learning about school life in German
speaking countries

Week 3

Homework

talking about the school timetable
authentic texts

Year 7s are taught all 3 languages
alternately for 6 weeks. At the end of
the year they decide which language
they would like to carry on with, to
allow for more lesson time in the
chosen language.

